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Abstract

This paper argues that politicians are overprotected. The costs of political assassination differ systematically depending on whether a private or a public point of view is taken. A politician attributes a very high (if not infinite) cost to his or her survival. The social cost of political assassination is much smaller as politicians are replaceable. Conversely, the private cost of the security measures is low for politicians, its bulk – including time loss and inconvenience – is imposed on taxpayers and the general public. The extent of overprotection is larger in dictatorial than in democratic countries.
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How often were you annoyed when some politician visited your city and several roads or even whole sectors of the city were cleared and sealed off for security reasons? Such operations are a major nuisance especially for residents of capital cities but they also occur outside the capital when foreign dignitaries visit a country and meet with their hosts somewhere in the countryside. The same holds for international conferences attended by politicians, such as the “Big 8”. In Soviet type countries it was taken as a matter of course that special lanes of the roads were permanently reserved for the members of the nomenclatura. It seems that this still holds for the classe politique in several post-Soviet countries and elsewhere. People may well ask themselves whether such extensive security measures are appropriate. In democracies, the citizens may wonder whether such privileges are consistent with the idea of being part of a political system that is “ruled by the people”. The fact that one observes little resistance to the restrictions and hassle imposed on the population at large is easy to explain. The costs imposed have the character of a public good in the sense that many persons are burdened, but taking action against the security measures benefits the whole (non-ruling) population. Moreover, opposing security measures may even be dangerous as it may be interpreted as an indirect support for political assassination, thus possibly having negative consequences for opponents.

I argue in this paper that politicians are indeed overprotected. This is due to a simple but – to my knowledge – so far largely neglected reason. The cost of political assassination differs systematically depending on whether a private or public point of view is taken. Of course a politician risking death attributes a very high (if not infinite) cost to that possibility. The social cost of political assassination is much lower as politicians are replaceable. If one is killed, there are normally many others who can substitute for him or her. Conversely, the private cost of the security measures is low for politicians as it is shifted to taxpayers and the general public. The cost of security measures in terms of resources used and time and inconvenience cost imposed on the population at large is high for society. Consequently, politicians are overprotected in all regimes, although the degree of overprotection is larger in dictatorial than in democratic countries.

Section I discusses the possibility frontier (or trade off) linking the probability of political assassination and the security measures. This probability frontier lies in a fundamentally different position in a democracy than in a dictatorship. The point of tangency with the social indifference curve determines the socially optimal.

---

combination. The subsequent section analyzes the private indifference curve of politicians between being assassinated and undertaking security measures. This determines the private optimum. Section III considers what the actual choice is likely to be, depending on the type of regime. Section IV discusses the insights gained and shows the robustness of the two major results: (1) All politicians are overprotected (compared to the social optimum), and (2) dictatorial politicians are relatively even more overprotected. The last section concludes.

I. The Possibility Frontier and the Social Optimum

The larger security efforts are, the lower is the probability that a politician is attacked and killed. The resulting possibility frontier (or trade-off) is shown in Figure 1. The probability of being killed – \( \text{prob}(k) \) – is conditional on (1) that somebody has the desire to kill the ruling politician; (2) that the desire is transformed into an intention; (3) that a concrete assassination attempt is undertaken; and (4) that the attempt is successful in the sense that the politician is indeed killed.

![Figure 1. The trade off between assassination and security effort and the social optimum](image)

The Figure suggests that the probability of a ruler being killed is the lower, the more effort is used to protect him or her. These efforts may consist in having security personnel (bodyguards), employing bulletproof vests, armored cars, bomb and weapon detectors, as well as shutting down sections of cities and roads, and having restricted access to buildings. Nevertheless, even if a huge amount of effort is expended, it is impossible to guarantee a politician’s complete safety. The possibility frontier in Figure 1 therefore levels off, and does not reach the x-axis with \( \text{prob}(k) = 0 \).
A recent study by Jones and Olken (2006) collected data on the probability of political assassination. Based on event reports ranging from 1875 to 2004 (Archigo data, see Goemans, Gleditsch and Chiozza 2005) the authors analyze 301 political assassination attempts, 61 of which were “successful”. The study is restricted to “political leaders” defined as “the most powerful political figure[s] in a country at a certain point in time”. Coups d’état and undiscovered assassination attempts were excluded, and only “serious attempts” were considered (see Jones and Olken 2006, p. 6-7). The conditional probability of a political leader being killed given a serious attempt is about 25%. This probability has remained almost constant over time. If the number of successful attacks is considered, today a given political leader has a 0.4% probability of being killed by an assassin (Jones and Olken 2006, p. 9).

Figure 1 differentiates between two possibility frontiers. A democracy is characterized by an orderly change of power, even if the political leader is killed. Political decisions depend little on the personality of politicians because they are constrained by the citizens. In contrast, dictators have a large discretionary power and if they are killed, the political course is likely to change. Moreover, a dictator is more oppressive, inducing a “demand” for killing him or her (this difference between democracy and dictatorship is more fully examined in Frey 2007). As a result, the possibility frontier of a democracy is closer to the origin than is the one for a dictatorship. For a given level of security measures, the probability of being killed is higher for a dictatorial than for a democratic leader. A given probability of surviving (or not being killed) can be achieved with fewer resources in a democracy than in a dictatorship. The possibility frontier for an authoritarian ruler lies between a democracy and a dictatorship.

A more extreme case than shown in Figure 1 is implicitly contained in the theory of pure competitive democracy according to Schumpeter (1950) and Downs (1957). As the two parties in competition are forced to pursue the same policy (in the median of the voter distribution), and the politicians have no discretionary room, killing a political leader would have no consequence for a pure competitive democracy. The possibility frontier for such a perfect democracy is in the origin, and there are neither any political assassinations nor any security measures. The possibility frontier pictured in Figure 1 is drawn for a less than perfect democracy, one in which the political leaders have some discretionary room and where it therefore matters to some extent who is in power.

The difference in the positions of the democratic and dictatorial possibility frontier is supported by empirical evidence. In a study on the consequences of political assassinations covering 80 assassinations of heads of states while in office between the end of World War II and 2000, Iqbal and Zorn (2005, 2006) find that assassinations are less likely to occur in democratic systems that have a regular and institutionalized mechanism of leadership turnover. Jones and Olken (2006: 22) conclude that autocrats are about 30 percent more likely to be attacked in a given year than democratic rulers.

Figure 1 also indicates the best possible position from a social point of view on the possibility frontier. The social indifference curve between the probability of a successful political assassination and the effort to protect politicians reaches the possibility frontier from below. For simplicity, the utility trade-off is taken to be a straight line; i.e. a given reduction in the probability of a ruler being killed is assumed to be worth the same additional protection effort over the whole range. It is also taken
to have the same slope for democracy and dictatorship; i.e. the type of regime does
not affect the social evaluation. (The first assumption of straight indifference lines is
innocuous. The second assumption of parallel indifference lines will be relaxed in
Section III. It will be shown that assuming sensible and empirically relevant
differences between political regimes strengthens the results derived).
The best possible points on the possibility frontiers, or the social optimum in Figure 1
is at E*(dem) and at E*(dict). In this equilibrium, dictators are associated with a
higher probability of being killed and are undertaking a higher level of security
measures than democratic leaders.

II. The Private Optimum

The private considerations of the political leaders with respect to being killed and
spending effort to protect themselves differ fundamentally from the social
considerations. As other persons too, politicians want to stay alive and therefore put a
very high cost on being the target of attack and being killed. In contrast, for them the
cost of protection is low as it is paid by the general public budget. The non-monetary
cost in terms of inconvenience and time loss is externalized and imposed on the
general population. While the cost of protection may be high in absolute terms, they
are minor compared to other public expenditures. The loss of not being able to use the
resources for other purposes remains therefore low. Some costs result from the
restrictions imposed on the politicians themselves by security considerations (e.g. they
cannot move around without bodyguards, which may be undesirable). Additional cost
may arise from the security apparatus itself, which may develop a life of its own and
may threaten to take over power. This was very common in ancient Rome where the
Praetorians acted in this way but is of lesser relevance today, at least in democratic
countries (but notice that Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was killed by two of her own
security guards in 1984).

For simplicity the two private indifference lines are again taken to be a straight line
and parallel. It is thus assumed that democratic politicians put as much value on
reducing the probability of being killed as dictators do ("a life is a life"), and both are
equally unconcerned about the corresponding additional security costs carried by
others. These assumptions may be doubted if one believes in democratic politicians
being “better” than those in more autocratic regimes. In contrast, Public Choice theory
(see Mueller 1997, 2002, Besley 2006) builds on the presumption that democratic
politicians do not differ in nature from autocratic rulers and therefore have the same
utility trade-offs (but they are more severely constrained in their actions, see below).
The private indifference lines are (much) flatter than the social ones as politicians put
(much) more weight on their own survival than does society as a whole, and because
they tend to disregard the cost of protection which society as a whole takes into
account. Figure 2 shows the resulting private equilibria $\hat{E}$(dem) and $\hat{E}$(dict) associated
with a lower probability of being killed and higher security measures compared to the
respective social equilibria E*(dem) and E*(dict).

III. Actual Position

The actual position evolving deviates from both the social and the private optimum.
As has been worked out by Public Choice Theory, there is no incentive for political
decision makers to choose the position on a trade-off best for society. Rather,
politicians would like to reach what is best for themselves. However, they are
restricted in their possibilities. In a democracy, the major constraint is imposed by the need to be re-elected in order to stay in power. In a well-functioning polity, this constraint ensures that the politicians are forced to stay close to the social optimum. Figure 2 indicates this point E(dem) on the democratic trade-off. This means that the probability of being killed is higher, and that fewer resources are spent, and imposed on the population, than the individual politicians would privately desire. In contrast, a dictator has less binding restrictions from the population he rules. But a dictator is not completely free to choose his privately optimal position. He must always take into account that unpopular policies may lead to an uprising either by the population or, more likely, by a contending group such as the military. But a dictator can certainly choose a position closer to the private optimum than a democratic ruler can. This is indicated by E(dict) in Figure
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**Figure 2.** Actual position [E(dem) and E(dict)], compared to the socially [E*(dem) and E*(dict)] and privately [Ê(dem) and Ê(dict)] optimal positions on the democratic and dictatorial possibility frontiers.

Our analysis leads to the following conclusions:

1. **All politicians are overprotected compared to what is socially optimal.**

2. **In a dictatorship more effort is used to protect the ruler than in a democracy.**
   A dictator uses more material resources and imposes higher costs on the population for that purpose than a democratic leader. In marginal terms it may be predicted that the more authoritarian a political system is, the higher are the efforts and expenditures to protect politicians.
IV. Discussion

In order to test the robustness of these results, the assumption of parallel social indifference curves is now relaxed. It may be argued that the assassination of a dictator is a desirable event from a social point of view. If this is indeed the case, the social indifference line becomes steeper as society will be less willing to undertake more security efforts for a given reduction in the probability of assassination. As a consequence, the socially optimal position of a dictatorship is characterized by a higher probability of being killed, and a smaller effort to protect politicians. Compared to the case of parallel social indifference lines, the difference between the social optimum and the actual position in a dictatorship becomes even larger, i.e. a dictator is even more overprotected. Thus, result (1) is strengthened.

Consider now that the assumption of parallel private indifference curves is relaxed. It may be argued that due to a selection effect dictators tend to be more egoistic than politicians in democracies are. This means that they put an even greater value on their survival, and disregard the cost of protection even more than democratic politicians do. The indifference curve of dictatorial politicians becomes flatter than that of democratic politicians. The private optimum moves to the right and downwards for dictatorships. As a result, the distance to the social optimum widens, i.e. dictators spend even more effort for protection than before, and they run a lower risk of being assassinated. Results (1) and (2) are strengthened.

The analysis has identified two crucial aspects of political assassinations. Firstly, following the economics of crime (Becker 1968, 1974, Cameron 1988) a demand and supply aspect is distinguished. From the point of view of a prospective killer, there is a marginal benefit of assassinating a politician, and there are marginal costs involved in doing so. The point of intersection of the declining marginal benefit and rising marginal cost curves determines the equilibrium number of political assassinations, assuming rational behavior. The theoretical predictions derived depend on this distinction. If only the demand aspect were to be considered, one would be tempted to conclude that a democratic politician is necessarily less likely to be the subject of an assassination attempt, a conclusion that is not drawn here.

Secondly, there are two distinct forces determining the number of political assassinations, the probability of being killed and the protection effort. The possibility frontier connecting the two variables is closer to the origin for a democracy than for a dictatorship. In the extreme case of a perfectly competitive democracy à la Schumpeter (1942) or Downs (1957), the possibility frontier shrinks to a point in the origin. As politicians then are perfectly substitutable, and propose and undertake identical policies, there is no point in assassinating a politician in order to change policy. Consequently, politicians need no protection from assassination. The second force is the location on a given possibility frontier. A democratic ruler is induced to stay closer to the social optimum than a dictator.

---

2 See e.g. Brennan and Hamlin 2000, Cooter 2003, Besley 2006.
3 No discussion of the extent to which attacks on politicians can be considered rational is intended here. This issue is dealt with in Frey 2007; see also the literature on suicide terrorists where this aspect is crucial (e.g. Kennedy 2006, Bloom 2005, Frey 2004, Reuter 2002).
4 This only applies to rational killers but not to deranged people. See Frey 2007.
The (little) existing social science research on political assassinations (Feierabend and Feierabend 1966, Feierabend, Nesvold and Feierabend 1970, Feierabend, Feierabend and Nesvold 1973, Snitch 1982, Iqbal and Zorn 2005, 2006, Jones and Olken 2006) tends to neglect the difference between these two aspects, or at least does not make it explicit. Most of these studies, while providing many interesting insights, are not based on an equilibrium analysis in which both aspects are entered, and therefore reach different predictions than the ones made here. Several of the studies do not focus on the difference between democracies and dictatorships. This is, of course, a legitimate point of view. Of those studies doing so, most assume that there exists a systematically higher prevalence of assassinations in dictatorships than in democracies (Iqbal and Zorn 2005, 2006, Jones and Olken 2006). A major reason for the emphasis on assassinations rather than on security measures is that (some) data on political assassinations exist while this is not the case for security efforts.

For various reasons the possibilities for undertaking empirical research in this area are restricted. Difficulties arise not only because the data does not exist, but also because the actors have an active interest in not providing the data, or distorting it systematically. These difficulties refer to both issues, political assassinations and security efforts:

(a) Political assassinations. Four different aspects may be distinguished: (i) There may be a demand to kill a politician but the plot has not been seriously organized for several reasons, one of which is that the security measures dissuade; (ii) The assassination is planned but thwarted by the security services before it is undertaken; (iii) The attack is perpetrated but is unsuccessful; and (iv) The attack is carried out and the politician is killed. To get reliable data for case (i) seems to be impossible because the assassination plan exists only in the head of the would-be killer. As the intended action is illegal and subject to heavy punishment (in authoritarian states often a death sentence) it is not likely to be revealed. Thus, to collect data by means of representative surveys tends to be difficult, and is nearly impossible in an authoritarian system. Data on thwarted attempts are subject to the control of the secret services. As argued by Taylor (1988), this is a general problem with criminal statistics. The data may be systematically distorted in two directions. A secret service may claim to have thwarted assassination attempts in order to emphasize its importance. As the attempts were only planned, but not executed, such claims are rather easy to make. The secret service may even claim that it is so efficient that no signs of planned assassinations are visible. But the secret service may also understate the number of assassination attempts in order to prevent imitative actions. Both considerations may apply at the same time so that it is not even possible to discern in which direction the data are manipulated.

Due to the careful work by Iqbal and Zorn (2005, 2006) and Jones and Olken (2006) there are data available for assassination attempts actually exercised as well as the share of “successful” and “unsuccessful” attempts. While they allow fascinating

---

5 MacCulloch and Pezzini 2002 deal with the question posed in the World Value Survey asking 130'000 people in 61 nations between 1981 and 1997 about their taste for revolutionary change.
6 The same problem arises with planned terrorist actions. The authorities may always claim that they were successful in preventing their execution.
econometric estimates, the quality of the data is not beyond doubt. It is based on event histories collected from three national American newspapers (Archigo data, Goemans, Gleditsch and Chiozza 2005). It is to be expected that some countries are better covered than others. In authoritarian countries without free press it may well be the case that assassination attempts are not revealed to the public, and even actual killings are kept secret (less so when weapons are used, and more so when the politician is poisoned). It is therefore to be expected that the number of planned and actual assassinations is understated in authoritarian systems, which makes a comparative empirical analysis difficult or impossible.

The theoretical analysis developed here requires reliable data on all four aspects of political assassinations, including the most intangible, the desire to kill a politician without taking any action because the dissuasion may be due to the security effort.

(b) Security effort. To obtain reliable data on the measures undertaken to protect politicians is extremely difficult. I am not aware of any such data allowing a serious econometric analysis. There are three reasons: (i) The extent of the protection is one of the most secretive activities of any state in order not to allow would-be assassins to gather the information necessary to carry out a successful attack; (ii) The protection effort is difficult to define because there are many different authorities involved, ranging from the secret service to the army and ordinary police; (iii) The burden imposed on the population by security measures is rather evasive as it mainly consists in inconvenience and time loss. In principle the latter costs might be gathered by careful representative surveys.

V. Conclusions

The theoretical analysis comes to the conclusion that “politicians are overprotected”. This conclusion is based on the simple insight that the social cost of a political assassination is much higher than its private cost to the politicians, and that the private cost of protection is lower than the social cost. The analysis also allows us to conclude that “authoritarian rulers are more overprotected than democratic politicians”. This conclusion is based on the notion that there is a higher demand to kill authoritarian than democratic rulers and that democratic rulers must stay closer to the social optimum than authoritarian rulers.

What are the possibilities to reduce the overprotection of politicians? Politicians in power have no incentives to reduce these social losses and to come closer to the social optimum. On the contrary, they are strongly induced to deviate from the social optimum. This also applies to politicians not presently in power because they also want to be “overprotected” once they are in power. The only possibility of rectifying the situation is at the constitutional level, where people decide behind the veil of ignorance (Buchanan 1991, Brennan and Buchanan 1980,1985, Mueller 1996), i.e. where the private costs are irrelevant and only the social costs matter. On this level, it is possible to establish rules prohibiting the excessive protection of politicians. However, it cannot be guaranteed that these rules will be observed in the current political process, even in well-established democracies. Politicians’ security has always been an area of state activity about which information has been extremely scarce or even unavailable, except to a small number of persons. Moreover, even if the constitutional rule was able to restrict the monetary expenditures made for politicians’ security, there are still many alternative possibilities. In particular, a
higher share of the cost may be imposed on the general population, e.g. by closing off streets and sections of towns. While the prospects of immediate action must be considered low, this paper may at least put the problem on the agenda of scientific discourse.
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